CLAIRE HANDBAG

#125

To create the fun angled center of Claire’s
cover: stack, chop and swap the two main cover
fabrics (white and green). The front and back will
be different and no fabric is wasted.
Claire and her handles stand up nice and tall,
making this open-top tote great for a purse,
tote or project bag.
Features short or medium length fabric handles
and 2 outside plus 6 inside pockets.
Finished size: approx. 10 1/4” x 9 1/4” x 4”
FRONT, BACK, SIDE, INSIDE

SUPPLIES: Fabric Fat Quarters 18” x 20-22”
FABRICS:
BATTING:
INTERFACING:
RECOMMENDED:

7 coordinating fat quarters (3 for outside, 4 for inside)
1/2 yd fusible, low loft, poly (45” wide)
1/2 yd fusible, medium to heavy weight (45” wide)
Bag-E-Bottom Size F (#LGD505) from Lazy Girl Designs.

NOTES
- Rotary cut project, no pattern pieces provided.
- Great for coordinating fat quarters. Ideal for strong, dynamic prints.
- Use 100% cotton quilting weight fabric.
- For yardage from the bolt (42-44” wide) instead of fat quarters, buy
1/2 yd each for two cover fabrics, 1/2 yd for outside pockets, 1/2 yd
each for lining and inside pockets.
OPTIONS AND THEIR EXTRA SUPPLIES NEEDED
Inside Velcro or Flap Closure: one 2” x 3/4” Velcro, no extra fabric needed.
Same front/back cover: If you prefer the front and back to be the same,
buy supplies as noted above, plus one additional fat quarter. You’ll need 2
identical FQs total (or 1/2 yd, 42-44” wide) for main cover.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Sewing: Even-feed or walking foot, size 90/14 sewing machine needle.
Batting: Pellon #987F Fusible Fleece or Bosal #325 Fusible Batting.
Interfacing: Pellon #809 Decor Bond or Bosal #334 Fusible All Purpose.
Non-stick pressing sheet: may be helpful while working with fusibles.
© COPYRIGHT JOAN HAWLEY 2009...ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
This pattern is for personal use. Items cannot be made for sale from this
pattern. This pattern is copyright protected. No part of this pattern may be
reproduced or copied for commercial use, resale, or sharing in any manner.
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